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SD680M Self Loading Mobile Concrete Mixer 

 

Description: 

SD680M mobile concrete mixer is a self loading concrete mixing machine. Concrete mixer or cement mixer is a 

mixing machine for combining and stirring cement, sand, gravel and water to form concrete. SD680M mobile 

concrete mixer can automatically load, calculate and stir the materials. What’s more, it can achieve transportation 

and site operation. SD680M self loading mobile concrete mixer is suitable for architectural building site, civil 

engineer and bridge project. 

 

Features of SD680M Self Loading Mobile Concrete Mixer: 

1.This mobile concrete mixer is configurable with reliable chassis of 1.5 ton site dumper. 

2.SD680M self loading mobile concrete mixer adopts driving system fixed for the mixing drum. 

3.Advantages of this concrete mixer include simple and reasonable structure, flexible operation, high mixing 

efficiency, easy maintenance and low cost. 

 

Main Specifications of Mobile Concrete Mixer: 

Model  SD680M 

Power  Yanmar Water Cooling Diesel 18 hp/ 1 Cylinder 

Power Source Electrical start  

Wheel System  Hydraulic 

Clutch  Single dry plate 

Maximum Gradient  21% 

Transmission and driving 3 Forward +1 reverse  and   4*2 driving 

Drum capacity 680 Liter 

Mixing capacity  450 Liter 

Capacity Per Hour 9m3 

Dimension 2800*1600*2100 mm 
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Weight  1500 kg 

 

Shipping, Delivery & Maintenance    

40’ HQ container can be loaded with  4 complete units 

Delivery time  3 weeks after confirmation of the order  

Maintenance  

The self loading mobile concrete mixer should be cleaned after work every day, kept lubricated at all points where 

grease caps have been provided every week. 

The Engine oil is suggested to be changed every 70 operating hours. 

                                             

World Equipment is a leading China manufacturer and supplier of mobile concrete mixer with our 10 years' export 

experience. We offer SD680M self loading mobile concrete mixer. We keep trying to improve it, so that its reliability, 

durability, safety and comfort ability have been greatly increased. Meanwhile, we have got the acknowledgements 

from our clients. Our products have already been exported to Europe, South America, Middle East, Southeast Asia 

and Africa. If you need more information about self loading mobile concrete mixer, please contact us. 
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